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                        Are payment plans available?
                      

                      
    
  
  
                    
                    
                      
                      RevAir offers payment plans that allow you to receive your RevAir just as though you paid in full today!

            Shop Pay Installments (powered by Affirm) offers a few different payment options, detailed below:

                    	
  Payment Flexibility
                            	
  Shop Pay Installments 4 Payment Option breaks your order total into 4 equal interest-free payments, the first due at checkout. The remaining three payments are deducted automatically every 2 weeks.
	
  Shop Pay Installments Monthly now also offers monthly installment options for up to 12 months*. For example, a $399.00 purchase might cost $35.08/mo over 12 months at 10% APR.


                        
	
  Credit Approval
                            	
  Shop Pay Installments 4 payment option does not impact your credit score and Affirm will not report to credit bureaus.
	
  Shop Pay Installments Monthly Options do not affect your credit score to apply but missed payments can impact your credit score.


                        
	
  Interest
                            	
  Shop Pay Installments 4 payment option is interest-free
	
  Shop Pay Monthly Installments are subject to interest rates between 10-30% APR based on approval.


                          
	
  Availability
                            	
  Shop Pay Installments are currently only available in the USA.


                        


                    

                  
                

                  
                    
                      
                      
                        When will my order ship?
                      

                      
    
  
  
                    
                    
                      
                      Excited to get RevAir products? We can’t wait to get them to you!

  	We strive to ship orders as quickly as possible - please allow up to 3 business days for processing before shipment.
	RevAir shipments are processed Monday – Friday 8am – 3pm EST and are shipped from Macedonia, OH (44056).
	No Saturday or Sunday shipping
	Upon shipment, you will receive an email confirmation with your FedEx tracking number.


  FedEx Transit Times

  The map below designates FedEx estimated transit times once your package is picked-up from our Macedonia, Ohio facility. FedEx delivers 7 days per week to residences in most of the US.

  [image: Fedex shipping map with zones originating from Macedonia, OH. Transit to all US states from OH are between 1-5 days depending on delivery. Email support@myrevair.com for exact transit time.]

                    

                  
                

                  
                    
                      
                      
                        What is the return policy?
                      

                      
    
  
  
                    
                    
                      We want you to love RevAir as much as we do! If for any reason you don’t LOVE your RevAir product enough to want to OWN IT, you can return it for a hassle-free exchange or refund within 30 days of delivery.
For purchases over $50.00, return shipping is free and prepaid by RevAir via FedEx, but you are also welcome to ship a return with your own carrier of choice at your expense.

                      
                    

                  
                


          

        

      

    

  


    

  






                
                  Shop Our Mother’s Day Sale I $60 Off Our Reverse-Air Dryer 
  




              


                
                  Shop Our Mother’s Day Sale I Save Up To 30% Off Hair Care 
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[image: Diverse group of women using the RevAir Reverse-Air Hair Dryer on their hair]
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    RevAir is the fastest, healthiest, easiest way to dry & smooth hair in one step
Shop RevAir
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            30 Day Guarantee



            

	
            
            Rated 4.8/5 Stars
3,000+ User Reviews



            

	
            
            Payment Options



            


Learn More about payment options and guarantee
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    Hair care made to amplify RevAir technology


Shop Hair Care


  

  







  
    
      
                No Heat Damage | No Friction | No Sweat
              


    

  









  
    
      [image: RevAir wand closeup with the text: level 1, 158F/70C, level 2, 220F/105C, level 0, no heat cool shot]


    

    
      
                No Heat Damage
              

                Internal temperature sensors maintain even heat levels (158°F-220°F), significantly below the temperature threshold of which hair is subject to heat damage. RevAir will not impact natural curl patterns.
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      [image: Woman showing before with hair coily and after with hair stretched, and the words: Wet to smooth in minutes]


    

    
      
                Faster Drying
              

                RevAir is proven to save you more than HALF the time going from wet to smooth compared to all other hair tools.
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      [image: Mother styling daughter's hair with the RevAir device nearby and the words: No stress, no sweat, no problem]


    

    
      
                Best Experience
              

                RevAir does all the hard work for you. The only one-handed, tear-free, mom-approved, wet to smooth dryer in the world.
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      [image: Woman with twist-outs smiling and using the RevAir wand, with the words: Extensions, twist-outs, braids, locs, wigs]


    

    
      
                Versatility
              

                The only hair tool that can also dry extensions, twist-outs, braids, locs and wigs in half the time. With 7 different tension settings and 3 heat settings, RevAir can be used by the whole family.
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      [image: Woman with curly hair using the RevAir wand, with the words: Friction-free airflow and arrows showing reverse air direction]


    

    
      
                Healthy Hair
              

                Friction is the silent culprit behind a multitude of hair problems – from frizz and breakage to split ends and lackluster shine. RevAir’s friction-free airflow preserves hair’s strength, shine, color and overall health.
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    [image: RevAir reverse-air dryer]
Why RevAir?

              Negative pressure airflow closes and seals cuticles from root to end and aligns strands leaving your hair sealed, protected and shiny.

            
[image: Illustration showing hair strand and cuticle with directional arrows depicting the air flow of the RevAir. Reverse-Air seals hair cuticles in their natural direction vs traditional blow drying.]
[image: Illustration showing hair strand and cuticle with directional arrows depicting the air flow of the RevAir. Reverse-Air seals hair cuticles in their natural direction vs traditional blow drying.]


  








  
    
      Rev'd Up Rewards


            [image: Rev'd Up Rewards logo]

              Become a member and earn points & exclusive rewards every time you shop.

            
Join Now
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    Plus, we've got quality accessories you'll love

Shop Accessories
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			259K followers
		

		
			
				
			
			Follow @myrevair on Instagram
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Shop Pay

                      Rates from 0% APR or 10-36% APR. For example, a $429 purchase might cost $38.72/mo over 12 months at 15% APR. Payment options through Shop Pay Installments are subject to an eligibility check and are provided by these lending partners: affirm.com/lenders. Options depend on your purchase amount, and a down payment may be required. State notices to consumers affirm.com/licenses.
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            Payment methods
            	
                  






	
                  

	
                  

	
                  

	
                  

	
                  

	
                  

	
                  

	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.
	Opens in a new window.
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    More information about guarantee and payment options

    [image: RevAir hose in the shape of a heart]
    30 Day Guarantee

    30 Day Guarantee allows you to try RevAir with no risk. If you aren’t 100% in love, we’ll send you a prepaid return label.

    
    Rated 4.8/5 Stars

    3,000+ User Reviews

    Thousands of owners say RevAir is life changing. Who are RevAir owners? Busy moms, professional stylists, naturals; RevAir owners span all hair types looking for a faster, healthier, and easier alternative to blow drying.

    [image: PayPal, Shop Pay, and Afterpay logos]
    Payment Options

    Flexible payment plans ranging from monthly, biweekly, and pay in 4 options. Available in checkout to make RevAir fit in your budget.
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